
DS63
FOLDER INSERTER

MID-RANGE CAPACITY, SAME GREAT FINISH

FEATURES BENEFITS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The DS63 folder inserter is designed for low to mid-volume mailings, giving you flexible performance in 
the office environment. Configurable to your needs, it folds and inserts up to 2,200 pieces of mail an hour.
The operator friendly controls let you load and run up to 9 pre-programmed jobs letting you get back to 
your job. For common applications such as invoices, statements, direct mail and reply envelopes the DS63 
folder inserter is your ideal office companion. Optical Mark Recognition (OMR) capabilities are available to 
ensure customers receive the correct multi page documents.

 � Low noise level

 � Compact size

 � Easy to use

 � Daily Mail - 5 sheets by hand stapled or not

 � Load N’ Go - No settings needed

 � Secure N’ Feed - Double document detection

 � FlexFeed - Different sizes process at same time

 � PowerFold - Fold up to 5 documents at once

 � Versatile - great solution for invoices or state-
ments, direct mail and reply envelopes, and 
variable length documents with OMR.

 � Stops manual folding - manual feed on daily 
mail mode processes up to five pages stapled 
or unstapled.

 � Saves time - up to 9 common applications can 
be programmed.

 � Prevents costly errors - built-in double-detecti-
on on all feeders, auto stop.

 � Insert almost anything Insert A4, A5, leaflets, 
postcards or envelopes. The DS-63’s flex fee-
ders handle just about any insert size or type, 
giving you endless mailing opportunities. You 
can even insert stapled leaflets.

 � Loan ‘n’ Go. just load the envelopes and in-
serts and press the start button to go. 

 � Document size: Up to 90-356mm

 � Document weight: 60-250gsm

 � Folding capacity: 5 sheets (80gsm)

 � Operating Speed: Up to 2,200 sheets per 
hour

 � Dimensions: W-420xL-1200xH-520mm

 � Weight: 75kg
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